Whether or not they embrace Dawkins's brand of in-your-face atheism, many mainstream scientists and their allies can only scratch their heads in befuddlement when they hear the scientific claims of scientific creationism or "intelligent design". As with the National Center for Science Education's Project Steve, non-creationists point to the overwhelming number of informed scientists who have declared for evolution. In the light of such overwhelming evidence for the validity of the modern evolutionary synthesis, how could anyone doubt it? As a scientific matter, the case is open and shut.
Only … it isn't. As anyone familiar with the anti-evolution impulse in the United States is aware, nearly half of adults agree that human beings were created in pretty much their current form at some time in the last ten thousand years. If more proof were needed, we can look to the continuing controversies over the teaching of evolution in public schools, or at the near unanimity of creationist belief among leading Republican presidential hopefuls in the 2012 primaries. Jeffrey Moran's new book offers a compelling explanation of the durability of America's antievolution impulse. Like other recent works, notably Michael Lienesch's In the Beginning (2007) and my own Fundamentalism and Education in the Scopes Era (2010), Moran examines the history of antievolutionism as more than just religion, more than just science. As Moran explains, ideas about evolution offer a unique "mirror, however distorted, of [American] culture itself" (p 24).
The most intriguing sections of American Genesis, accordingly, offer readers more than just a clear and compelling brief history of the American antievolution "impulse" (p x). Moran demonstrates the ways that anti-evolutionism has been both a bellwether and an influence on broader trends in American culture. In the first three chapters, Moran's book approaches antievolutionism as a question not only of religion and science, but also of gender, region, and race.
With gender and women's roles in public life, for instance, he shows how "an aggressively traditionalist antievolution impulse" collided with "a culture undergoing rapid changes in its social and sexual orientation" (p 28-29). In the 1920s, the new phenomenon of women voters encouraged some politicians to fight public atheism and evolution in the schools. Moran cites one wag who explained in 1925 that the anti-evolution crusade would not be so dangerous "were it not for the fact that the Nineteenth Amendment has added so many to the electorate who are intensely controlled by their emotions and sentiments" (p 41).
American Genesis sheds similarly well-needed light on the connections between antievolution sentiment and regional identities. Especially with the Scopes Trial in small-town Dayton, Tennessee, by the 1920s antievolutionism came to be associated with stereotypes of Southern isolation and ignorance. Moran treats the subject with the care it deserves, noting that many leading fundamentalist institutions were based in the North and many Southerners fought long and hard to have more evolution taught in their schools. Nevertheless, as defended by such home-grown intellectuals as the Southern Agrarian movement of the 1930s, antievolutionism soon came to be a central part of the Southern stereotype.
Another part of that regional stereotype was the firmly entrenched ideology of white supremacy. Moran describes the way antievolutionism played out among African Americans, especially African American intellectuals. On one hand, African Americans tended to be just as likely to believe in the literal truth of the Bible creation story as whites (p 76). On the other, secular intellectuals worked to depict the Scopes trial as just another irruption of white Southern intolerance. Thinkers such as WEB DuBois, George Schuyler, William Pickens, Kelly Miller, and William N Jones also concluded that Southern white supremacists feared the racial egalitarianism implicit in some readings of evolutionary doctrine. As Moran has done in earlier work, this racial perspective casts significantly new light on the nature of the antievolution impulse.
The only downside to this important new perspective is Moran's relative lack of attention to developments about race, gender, and region in the antievolution impulse since 1930. These three chapters focus almost exclusively on the 1920s with just a few pages tacked on about more recent developments. Happily, the last two chapters delve more thoroughly into recent antievolution developments.
In "Descent with modification," Moran explores three themes that have been central to the antievolution impulse since the 1920s. As he correctly points out, antievolutionists have consistently been concerned with more than just the scientific claims of evolution. Instead, they have been animated by "the primacy of Jesus, the centrality of man in the universe, and a fear of social disorder" (p 91). Each theme was just as important to prosecutors in the Scopes trial as it has been to some "intelligent design" proponents in the twenty-first century. This focus among antievolutionists has led to some of the cultural stalemate that has occurred in generations of creation/evolution debates. Discussions often use the language of geology or biology, while antievolutionists really often care more about soteriology.
Of course, antievolutionists are no more monolithic than are mainstream scientists. In his final chapter, Moran offers a detailed description of recent debates between antievolutionists. As the debates between Howard Van Till, Denis Lamoureux, and Phillip Johnson reveal, there are many ways to oppose naturalistic evolution.
